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Virtual Show and Tell

Unfortunately, FVWWC must defer our
regular face to face meetings for the
foreseeable future. Instead we will be
using a video conferencing service
called Zoom to hold meetings. See page
2 for more information about participating in a Zoom video conference. Current
plans are to have the SIG zoom meetings
on separate days, the week before the
general meetings. For the August 4
zoom general meeting, Lee Nye will cover the making of bandsawn scallop
boxes.

For the August 4 zoom general meeting, we
will have a presentation of the show and tell
projects that have been submitted since the
July 7 Zoom meeting. Participating presenters will be able to briefly discuss their project. Want to have your projects included in
the newsletter and Zoom meeting show and
tell? Send your tips and project photos to Lee
Nye:
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Tips for Zoom Meeting Attendees
To participate in one of our Zoom meetings you will need a laptop, tablet, or smart phone, preferably with both microphone and video camera capabilities. It is possible to participate with audio only if you have no video camera or your internet connection is too slow. The basic Zoom
app is free and it is a good idea to go to the zoom website and download it to your computer or
device ahead of the meeting.
The SIG and General Meeting email notices will have a zoom link to the meeting and you may
just click on the link to join the meeting - the necessary zoom software will download when you
do if you haven't already installed it. It may also have a phone number to join with your smart
phone. After establishing the zoom connection, you may have to wait until the meeting moderator starts the meeting and adds you to the meeting. Make sure you enable your audio and
start your video when joining the meeting so you can be seen and heard. For larger numbers
of participants, the moderator is in control and may mute all participants and just enable one
speaker at a time. Be patient - this is a learning experience for all of us and we are likely to
have a few glitches.
Here are some suggestions for good zoom etiquette:

Mute your microphone
To help keep background noise to a minimum, make sure you mute your microphone when you
are not speaking. There is a microphone icon at the bottom left of your zoom screen that will
show the status of your microphone. Be aware that when you speak unmuted, you will be highlighted on the video for all to see and hear. It can be very embarrassing to have your private
commentary with your spouse or kids heard by all!
Be mindful of background noise
When your microphone is not muted, avoid activities that could create additional noise, such as
shuffling papers. Even a cough or sneeze will move the screen to you.
Position your camera properly
If you choose to use a web camera, be sure it is in a stable position and focused at eye level, if
possible. Doing so helps create a more direct sense of engagement with other participants.
Limit distractions
You can make it easier to focus on the meeting by turning off notifications, closing or minimizing
running apps, and silencing your smartphone ringer.
If the moderator has all participants muted, you can signal that you have a question or comment by
simply clicking on CHAT and typing a question mark ? The moderator or cohost will recognize
you in turn.
Be careful to keep the meeting email to club members only - hackers have been known to zoombomb
and disrupt meetings.
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Our crack research team has been at it again, bolstering our research DVD with a couple more
items for which folks have been asking (Notice how I didn’t end a sentence with a preposition. This
is something up with which I will not put!). These items include excerpts from the magazine containing the entire article, so plans, parts lists, dimensions, and whatever else was in the magazine are
all on the DVD. One caveat, as one of our stalwart customers discovered, is that our indices don’t
always include errata (i.e. corrections published in a later issue). Anyway, here’s the latest tally. We
have 98 coffee table plans, 83 dining tables of all different styles, 10 saw and plane tills, 11 shave
horses (and mules), and 47 sideboards, hunt boards, and buffets. That’s in addition to the blanket
chests, chest of drawers, clocks, desks, flag cases, folding tables, mallets, river tables, sewing machine cabinets, spice boxes, tissue boxes, and vegetable bins that we’ve already listed. If you don’t
see what you want on this list, send an email to resource@fvwwc.org and let us know where we can
next send our crack research team.

FVWWC Scroll Saw SIG
The next Scroll Saw SIG in-person meeting is still anybody’s guess. By the time you read this, we
will have had our second Zoom meeting. I sent everyone in the SIG the invitation. I have a suggestion, however. I understand that Zoom has been releasing new versions, so to be on the safe
side, check your version. Simply start Zoom, click on Settings (the gear icon on the upper right),
select Statistics on the left of the window, and the version number will be displayed at the bottom
of the Statistics page. If your version is not 5.1.0 (current as of this writing), go to the Zoom download site (https://zoom.us/download), download the latest version, and install it. Remember, the
SIG meetings will be on Tuesday the week before the regular meeting at 7:00 pm. That will be:
Jul 28, 2020 07:00 PM
Aug 25, 2020 07:00 PM
Sep 29, 2020 07:00 PM
Oct 27, 2020 07:00 PM
Nov 24, 2020 07:00 PM
Dec 29, 2020 07:00 PM
For those of you who missed this meeting, a recording will be available and I will email all of you
with that URL. Don’t forget to send pictures of your projects to Lee at roadbiker123@gmail.com.
He will include them in our “virtual” Show ‘N Tell at the meeting.
Remember, you can be closer than 6 feet to your scroll saw.
Dave Dockstader
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Da Big Raffle
RAFFLE NEWS

Well, the Excalibur scroll saw is still the current raffle item. If we don't have a meeting
soon the saw will become even more valuable because it will be an ANTIQUE!
I'm just kidding -- the Excalibur brand holds
its value for many, many years of service. In
this pandemic quarantine I've used mine almost daily and it still hums along like it was
new. So when we meet again (sounds like a
song title) drop by the raffle table to spend
some of that stimulus money you got in the
mail on a chance to win one. $5 each or 3
for $10 will put your name in the pot for the
future drawing. Thanks.
Norm Musur & Bill Knudsen
Raffle and Silent Auction Committee

FVWWC Board Opening
There have been some changes and opportunities for the club's board. Al John has recently
stepped down from his Member at Large position. I have asked Michael Fross to step into
his position for the rest of the term which he has agreed to do so.
Regards,
Tom Sharp
President, FVWWC

president@fvwwc.org
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FVWWC Fundamentals SIG
Sanding Tips 101 - Rocky Rauchmiller.
Sanding is probably the least liked task of all phases of woodworking. Yet, it is the most important task of all. You can have all the joints fitting tight, The dovetails pretty and snug. The
stain and finish perfect. But, if you skimp on the sanding, it will stand out like a sore thumb.
Short of stripping and re-doing the project, there is nothing you can do to fix it. It makes no difference if anyone else notices the tool marks or little scratches, the sub-par spots will stand
up and slap you every time you glance at it. Some of the best advice to give is patience, patience and more patience while completing the sanding phase.
These are my techniques for sanding, what I was taught by my dad and my grandfather.
What I learned in two years of high school woodworking, two years of vocational cabinet and
mill, a short stint in a custom furniture shop and over fifty years of woodworking. This doesn't
mean it is the best method or the only method. It is simply the method I find works best for
me. One I have put together from all my knowledge and experiences. A method that works
best with the types of finishes I prefer. There are tons of YouTube videos out there. Each
with the person's own style, each a little different. However, they all have two things in common, patience and persistence. You will need to do the same. Practice patience and find the
niche that works for you.

Grit Types:
Sandpaper is commonly made from four different types of grit. The particles are bonded to
a backing with adhesives. The backing can be paper, cloth or a mylar. Both the cloth and mylar
types can be used for wet sanding. A good topic for another day. What I'm going to cover is
the paper backed.
The four most common grit types are:
Aluminum Oxide: Last the longest and is self-renewing. As the grit begins to crumble it exposes new sharp edges.
Garnet: Wears out the fastest but, provides the smoothest surface with the least amount
of work.
Silicon Carbide: Often used for harder materials, i.e. metals and plastics. Most of the silicon carbide brands can be used for wet sanding.
Ceramic: Most expensive, roughest particles, often used for shaping wood.

Grit Size:
The size range of the grit is almost endless and is referred to by the corresponding number.
The smaller the number the larger the grit. So, 24 grit is way larger than a 1000 grit. Here's
why. The manufacturers sift the grit through a screen. The screen size is determined by the
number of openings in a square inch of mesh. So, a size 24 grit has particles that sifted
through a mesh with 24 openings per
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FVWWC Fundamentals SIG
Sanding Tips 101, Continued.
square inch. A 120 grit uses particles that passed through a mesh containing 120 openings per
square inch and so on.

When sanding you want to start with the coarse and work to the fine. Choose your starting
grit based on your surface condition. But realize, the larger the grit particles, the deeper
scratches they make. Which leads to more work to remove them during the next smaller grit
size.
Extra Coarse: 24 - 40; Heavy/quick removal of wood, use for large imperfections.
Coarse: 60 - 80; Fast removal, for moderate imperfections or slightly rough boards.
Medium: 100 - 150; Small imperfections, good starting point for boards that have been surfaced.
Fine: 180 - 240; Gives a nice smooth surface that is good enough for poly and lacquer finishes. Light sanding, with extra fine paper or steel wool between coats of finish, will
give the surface a smooth glassy appearance.
Extra Fine: 320 & Up; Finish sanding for all types of oil finishes. I usually stop at 320. I
have found that a 400 or higher really doesn't improve the appearance enough to justify the extra work. I do like to wipe my project with denatured alcohol after the first
320 sanding. Then finish it with another pass of 320. The denatured alcohol raises the
fine grain fibers. The second pass with 320 knocks them off and leaves a nice smooth
surface.
You will also hear references to open and closed coats. An open coat sandpaper has open
spaces between the grit. This allows the paper to last longer and not load up as fast as closed
coat papers. Closed coat sandpaper does not have the gaps between the grits.
When sanding, I prefer to go with the grain. This is what I was taught, it was sacrilegious to
go against the grain. However, I have seen videos showing this technique, alternating the cross
-grain direction with each change of grit. The final grit is sanded with the grain. Play around
and find what works and what you like.
Only apply enough pressure to get the sandpaper to remove the wood. Pressing too hard will
load the sandpaper up quicker and wear you out faster. It's the same as with any cutting tool.
You only need to apply enough force for the tool to do its job.
Once you have the surface as smooth as you want and all tooling marks are gone, wipe it good
with a tack cloth to remove all dust. Blowing it off, with an air hose, can raise the fibers up
and you will have to repeat the last sanding step.
I hope this helps. As always, feel free to contact me with any questions at:
rockman@fnal.gov.
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Stanley Bedrock Planes
Rich Escallier.
Stanley and Bedrock were to my Grandfather what Craftsman and Cadillac were to Dad and
me. Bedrock was Stanley’s premium hand plane. They may have been available from 1897-1899
and showed up in the Stanley catalog in 1900.
At a Fox Valley Woodworkers’ meeting, the Hand Tool Guys were talking about the Midwest Tool
Collectors. I went, and for the first time in memory came home feeling like I didn’t know anything
about tools. While describing the meet to a friend, he said, “You’re a tool Geek”. I said thank
you. There is ‘science‘ in something I’ve been doing all my life, tool collecting. There were other
guys who would find ‘why applewood’ for a hand saw handle was worth knowing. Thanks to Mike
Brady and the hand tool guys for filling my spare time with tool science/hunting. Before listing a Bedrock estate sale find on e-bay, I check the value. The book shows $150. Some head scratching and
a short time later... the book was right.
The first Bedrock planes came out in 1900, although they
may have been produced a couple years earlier. The major
improvement was that the surfaces of the plane and the frog
were large and flat. This meant that the bed and frog had
rock solid contact, hence the name Bedrock. The larger surface area reduced chatter and was heavier. Being part of
Stanley’s premium line meant better materials and better
quality control. The planes were numbered with the 600 series. A Stanley #2 was the same size as a Bedrock
602. There were ten models, 602 - 608, 604 1/2, 605 1/4
(smooth only), 605 1/2 available in corrugated and smooth.
The frog adjustment screw was new but looked similar to a
Bailey plane in every other way. The frog adjustment screw
would be added to the Bailey line, and is still used today. Ten years later in 1910, Bedrock had a major redesign. The cheeks (sides) had flat tops, which makes them
easier to identify in a random pile of planes. The method of
tightening the frog was changed. A screw on each side of the
frog adjustment screw tightened a locking pin in a creative/
unique/secure way This allowed the user to be able to adjust
the cutter in the mouth of the plane without touching the lever
cap or needing to reset the depth of the cutter. The value of
this feature is questionable, but the lack of chatter, extra bulk,
and quality materials was good enough for Lie-Nielsen to flatter (imitate) the design.
From Wood Magazine:
Collectors and users both like Bedrock planes.
“Some folks swear they’re the best ever.“
Ask any builder or geologist - bedrock ranks as the ultimate in stability. So it’s no wonder that in
1900, when The Stanley Rule and Level Company introduced planes that held the plane iron (cutter)
rock steady, the company dubbed them “Bedrock”.
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Stanley Bedrock Planes
Rich Escallier.
One of the less common Bedrocks was
hiding in an antique mall a few years
ago. My wife noticed the three digit price
tag did not start with a one. How do I justify that expense on a tool I didn’t need,
wasn’t going to use? Excellent condition
and geek appeal were it’s onliest values. She let me come home with
it and one or two other things (talk about
being a lucky guy!?!). Ya Ba Da Ba
DOOO000ooo. I did what I was told the
whole ride home, and have added a couple
miniature sewing machines to her collection.
The absolute hardest to find Bedrock came
from a Louisville tool meet. It was the 605
1/4 made only from 1925 - 1943. No corrugated version of the 605 1/4 is known. Gotta have the complete set! The collection includes Bedrocks from Seattle, Portland, Rockford, Louisville, Atlanta, Racine, Chicago, St. Charles and Batavia.
Thousand$ of mile$/dollars, later, my buddy Dennis found/bought a 608 C at a Fox Valley Auction
while I was driving to a graduation on the left coast. Dennis also provided the lesson of making a
prototype out of scrap. Thanks Buddy!
The collection was complete, and Covid gave me the time to make a till to hold the planes. Dave
sent plans (what a great resource he is!). The plywood, Rosewood, and Shellac were on hand and
this was the result.
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Stanley Bedrock Planes
Rich Escallier.

Wall space is at a premium, and I didn‘t want it to stick out any farther than it had to. After tilting a
couple with a protractor, a 7” depth should work fine. I didn’t consider that the center of gravity might
be different, and it was. Tom Sharp saved me from making another box by suggesting Forstner bits
and magnets. The suggestion worked well and saved a day(s). Another tip learned is to sprinkle a
bit of salt on a joint before gluing it up. The salt will dissolve but minimizes things slipping around
when wood + glue + pressure = plumbing words.
I wonder how many other Bedrock collections are out there. If you know of one, please let me know.
The saw rack came from a hardware store an hour from my mother-in-law in the Deep South. (Why
isn’t there a Shallow South or a Mid Level South?). Gladys brought her son in to pick out a present
for his 11th birthday. Mom said no to the shot gun, and a clerk handed him a guitar to strum. The
hardware store is in Tupelo, Mississippi, and Elvis had his first guitar.
Thanks to everyone that helped get the Bedrocks hanging Rich
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President’s Sawdust
Tom Sharp, President FVWWC
The editorial musings of your president which maybe serious, funny, technical, or
philosophical, but hopefully always entertaining.

CBN Wheels for the Work Sharp
I’m easily influenced by club members. This applies to what they buy, projects to try, how-to’s, and
a number of other categories. I don’t think this is a bad thing. The guidance provided is almost always right in providing a solution to a problem or educating me about a particular skill. A perfect
example is Paul Jabonski’s presentation years ago on CBN wheels for sharpening lathe tools.
When I eventually got my own lathe I bought the wheel he recommended. Short story, it works
wonderfully.
Fast forward to today. I read about CBN wheels for the Work Sharp in the WoodTurners Wonders
(their spelling and font) catalog. Given the positive experience with the CBN sharpening wheel for
lathe tools, I pulled the trigger and purchased them for the Work Sharp a couple of weeks ago.
This article is on their performance.
CBN stands for cubic boron nitride. It’s the second hardest material known next to diamonds. If
you are unfamiliar with this as a product, a short synopsis of their structure and advantages can be
read at https://www.eaglesuperabrasives.com/capabilities-bonds/cbn-wheels/. The CBN wheels for
the Work Sharp can be purchased separately or come as a set. Currently there are three wheels
having a graduation of grits of 80 and 180 on one, 250 and 600 on another, and finally 800 and
1200 on a third. Each side of the plate is used and the grit is stamped on the plate in plain view.
The wheels are the same size as the glass plates that you get with the Work Sharp.
Before reviewing the wheels I first need to put a good word in for the Work Sharp. It is my current
go to sharpening system for plane blades and chisels. I have all manner of oil and water stones,
diamond plates, a granite block with sandpaper with associated Veritas jigs, and a Tormek. Out of
the box, the Work Sharp is by far easier and more efficient than any of the others methods to
sharpen flat cutting tools.
To test the new wheels I focused on two aspects, speed and of course how sharp the wheels got
the tool. I had a one inch wide chisel that I had been using regularly that would make a good test
case. It had a thirty degree micro-bevel cut into it half way up the ground portion of the chisel. To
start this test, I put the 80 grit side of the CBN plate in place on the Work Sharp and started honing
a new face on the chisel at a 25 degree angle.
Using these wheels for the first time showed that like the wheels for lathe tools they are super fast.
The wheel cut a complete new profile in about nine minutes and this was on a hefty one inch wide
chisel! If I had used the regular glass plate with the same grit sandpaper it would have taken at
least three times that amount of time to do the same work. Likewise, the grits on the other CBN
discs cut faster as compared to sandpaper too. It should be noted that with regular sandpaper this
time is not as great as with setting the original angle. These cuts take less than a quarter of the
time as making the original cut.
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President’s Sawdust, Continued
After working up to the 1200 grit I tested the chisel for sharpness. The traditional Tom Sharp method of testing chisel sharpness is to use the “forearm hair method”. Wet the side of your arm behind
the wrist and then slide the chisel along the wet spot. If you cut the hair off its sharp! Using this
process taught me two things. First, a chisel sharpened to 1200 grit is not as sharp as it could/
should be. Secondly, testing a chisel sharpened to 1200 grit wrecks havoc on one’s arm. I now use
the “slice the paper” technique for testing sharpness.
Whenever I used the Work Sharp with sandpaper I always went up to 3600 grit. So, after the 1200
level using the CBN wheel I switched to the 3600 sandpaper and voila, the chisel would cut hair or
paper like a razor. For me, it really takes that last step to get a proper edge for chisels and planes.
A little research on the internet shows that presently there are no CBN wheels that go to that high
an abrasive. I’m betting there is a limit to how small the particle size can be for these wheels. 1200
was the highest number and therefore the smallest particle size I could find.
In conclusion, the CBN wheels offer a great advantage over traditional sandpaper on the Work
Sharp. First, you never have to go through replacing sandpaper. Peeling off the old sheet and then
lining up the new sheet just right on the disc is time consuming and troublesome. CBN wheels have
no such problem. They last forever. Secondly, the CBN wheels are so much faster. This improvement alone makes it worthy to at least consider acquiring the 80/180 wheel so that you can make
that first coarse honing faster.

On the negative side I think a mistake the manufacturer made was not taking the concept far
enough if it can be done. If the abrasive can be taken to 3600 grit or an abrasive close to that particle size was used for a wheel it would make a complete package. As it is, using these wheels will
still require the use of sandpaper for the final step of sharpening. That’s not a deal breaker in terms
of buying the set offered though. Giving a final polish with sandpaper doesn’t take that long. The
hard work has already been done. Am I glad I bought the CBN wheels? You bet. I’ll be getting rid
of my sandpaper and glass plates except for the 3600 grit one and never look back.
The CBN wheels can be seen at https://woodturnerswonders.com/collections/cbn-discs-for-worksharp . They can be purchased separately, in pairs, or all three together. The latter (set of three) is
$150.
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Scroll Saw Beginners
When I was a Junior High kid, one of my neighbors was a woodworker in his
spare time. I was fascinated by his basement shop and power tools. He recognized my interest in woodworking and ended up giving me an old Boise-Crane
jigsaw, pretty much a big heavy cast iron beast. Also, he made a sit down bench
for it out of construction lumber. The old saw was tossed out long ago during one
Lee
of my many family moves as a kid. But often, when I am standing in front of my
scroll saw today. I recall the neighbor’s generosity and how nice it was to sit down and use the saw.
Now that I have two scroll saws, I thought it might be nice to mount the older one on a bench seat
similar to that old Boise-Crane. Also, because some of my grandkids are coming to visit this summer, I thought they might be willing to try scroll sawing if they could sit while doing it. I am sure a
distracted or goofy kid could injure himself using a scroll saw, but I think they are very safe for
youngsters if supervised. While I would like to say they both loved it, they did at least give it a try.
My eight year old grandson liked it best and did a pretty good job cutting out a Christmas ornament.
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VIRTUAL SHOW AND TELL
Ken Ebner

This carving board/serving tray is made
from alternating strips of walnut and maple. Interest was added by using an MDF
pattern to cut a curve halfway through using a 1/4” straight router bit. Then a bandsaw cut followed the middle of that routed
grove. The two saw lines were cleaned up
using a flush trim bit with the bearing riding
on the routed grove portion of the cuts.
Thin strips of padauk on both sides of a
thin strip of maple we’re glued in between
the two sections of the cutting board. Their
collective width matched the 1/4” router
cut. After the glue dried and both sides
were made smooth the process was repeated for the second curve with contrasting color strips. After clean-up and sanding, the reconnected carving board was moistened
with water and allowed to air dry before a final sanding. Finish is Howard’s Butcher Block Conditioner (food grade mineral oil stabilized with beeswax carnauba wax).
Joe O’Malley
Attached are some photos of a traditional piecrust tilt top table that I made about 14 years ago. The
diameter of the top is 31 " and it stands 29 1/2" high. The wood is Mahogany and the finish is shellac. This was one of the first period pieces that I made and it was quite a challenge. As I recall, the
design was based on an article in Fine Woodworking. While I am pleased with the overall result,
the lack of carving skills at that time clearly shows in the Ball and Claw feet. Nevertheless, we enjoy it, and it has given me encouragement to make other period pieces.
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VIRTUAL SHOW AND TELL
Given that we are precluded from our usual face-to-face Show and Tell, we can still share / brag
about what we have been making in our woodshops. Just email your project photos and description to Lee Nye at roadbiker123@gmail.com or message them from your smartphone to 630-6056373. Here is what I have received in time for the July
newsletter.
Ed Schalk
I made a base for our wedding unity candle.
Mountain dulcimer in a class at Marc Adams’s
school.

. Lee Nye
My daughter and family were visiting for a couple of weeks. She
asked me if I could make a cookbook stand like one she found from
an online company. It looked very much like this one I made, but
their price was $175! Can you believe it? My cost was $0. My
eight year old grandson helped me make it in the shop – kind of. It
is scrap plywood with scrap oak accents. White rattlecan spray paint
and wipe-on poly for the oak accents.
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VIRTUAL SHOW AND TELL

Dave Burk
Here are the tools that I used in my
demo last month
The large tool on the bottom is my
homemade chatter tool, next up with
red handle is an xacto knife blade
holder with a jig saw blade, the other
3 items are pieces of hacksaw blade
and a jig saw blade.

Dave Dockstader
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VIRTUAL SHOW AND TELL

Tony Evansky
Progress report - the loft
beds (seen last month)
are finished and ready for
delivery to Maryland.

Woody Johnson
I made this set of nesting tables as a
birthday gift for my wife. The legs are
walnut and the table tops are cherry. The
largest table has an accent strip of Brazilian cherry. The finish is wipe on polyurethane.
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VIRTUAL SHOW AND TELL

Manny Lopez

I joined almost 2 years
ago. Started turning
pens about a year ago
and just started bowls
and vases about 6
months ago. This is my
latest piece. It is a
myrtle base with a
canary top - it’s about
7 in. by 3 1/2 in.
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FVWWC Officers & Staff
President:

Tom Sharp
president@fvwwc.org

Vice President:

Dave Burk

Special Interest Groups
ShopSmith
SIG Chair:
Scrollsaw
SIG Chair:
Hand Tool
SIG Chair:

vicepresident@fvwwc.org
Treasurer:

Doug Pfaff

Al John
ShopSmithSIG@FVWWC.ORG
Dave Dockstader
ScrollsawSIG@FVWWC.ORG
Arnie Bandstra
Michael Fross
HandToolSIG@FVWWC.ORG

Woodworking Fundamentals SIG

finances@fvwwc.org

Secretary:

Michael Rauchmiller

Steve Fox

WWFundamentals@FVWWC.ORG

secretary@fvwwc.org
Programs:

Dan Jarodsky
programs@fvwwc.org

Membership:

Eric Springer

membership@fvwwc.org
Website Director

John Gesiakowski
webmaster@fvwwc.org

Resources:

Dave Dockstader
resource@fvwwc.org

Member-at-Large:

2020 Membership Dues

Michael Fross
memberatlarge@fvwwc.org

Dues for 2020 can be paid at the general meetings just see Eric Springer at his table before the meeting or during break. Dues are still $30 per individual
which includes the whole family. Please note that
family members must reside at the same address.
Our by-laws require payment of dues by February 15. Members unpaid after that time are removed from membership rolls and mailing lists.
At this time, our only option to pay is to mail in your
dues. Print out the membership form from our website:
http://www.foxvalleywoodworkers.com/
Documents/MemCard_11_Online.pdf

Communications

Lee Nye

Director:

woodworkers@fvwwc.org

Raffles:

Norm Musur

FVWWC Membership Chair

Bill Knudsen

PO Box 1041

Show & Tell MC:

Rich Russel

Audio/Visual Tech:

Dave Burk

Shop Tour Chair:

Bill Knudsen

2020

Mail it in:

Batavia, IL 60510-1041
Make your checks payable to the Fox
Valley Woodworkers Club.

FVWWC—PO Box 1041—Batavia, IL 60510-1047
http://www.fvwwc.org — woodworkers@fvwwc.org

Hand Tool SIG
August 24, 2020
The next Hand Tool SIG will be a Zoom video conference at 7:00pm on
Monday, August 24, 2020 Look for an email with the Zoom link and / or call
-in phone number.

Arnie Bandstra and Michael Fross
HandToolSIG@FVWWC.ORG

ShopSmith SIG
No meeting in July
.

Al John
ShopSmithSIG@FVWWC.ORG

Woodworking Fundamentals SIG
No meeting in July
Michael Rauchmiller (Rocky)
WWFundamentals@FVWWC.ORG

Scroll Saw SIG - July 28, August 25, 2020
The next Scroll Saw SIG Zoom meeting will be Jul 28, 2020 at 7:00 PM. That is
probably the same day that we publish this newsletter, so read this quickly or
you’ll be late for the meeting. I have a couple of things to show you, strangely
enough NOT scroll saw projects, but FOR scroll saw projects. That statement
will all become clear at the meeting. I may even have a scroll saw project or
two to show. Hopefully you will have some as well. If you do, don’t forget to
send pictures of your projects to Lee at roadbiker123@gmail.com. He will include them in our “virtual” Show ‘N Tell at the meeting. The plan for these
meetings remains. If you can’t make the meeting (for whatever reason, technical or otherwise), our webmaster will have a recording of the meeting available a few days later and I will send you the URL so you can see the meeting even if you missed it.
That being said, remember that whatever goes on the Internet stays on the Internet FOREVER. So
no more mooning or streaking and please, Norm, wear a hat. The glare off your head is blinding!
Remember, you can be closer than 6 feet to your scroll saw.
Dave Dockstader
2020

ScrollsawSIG@FVWWC.ORG

FVWWC—PO Box 1041—Batavia, IL 60510-1047
http://www.fvwwc.org — woodworkers@fvwwc.org

Fox Valley Woodworkers Club
General Meetings held via Zoom video conference

on the 1st Tuesday of each month at 7:00 pm
FVWWC Website http://www.fvwwc.org
Email woodworkers@fvwwc.org

August 4, 2020 Program
Lee Nye
Bandsawn Scallop Boxes

Check your email for the Zoom meeting
link

2020

FVWWC—PO Box 1041—Batavia, IL 60510-1047
http://www.fvwwc.org — woodworkers@fvwwc.org

